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ABSTRACT

The elaboration of  theoretical models, even oversimplified, capable to es-
timate an expected electromagnetic effect during earthquake preparation
process is not less important than the advancement of  observational tech-
nique to detect seismic-related electromagnetic perturbations. Here pos-
sible mechanisms of  ULF electromagnetic noise associated with seismic
or volcanic activity are discussed. The electrokinetic (EK) and magneto-
hydrodynamic (MHD) effects due to an irregular flow of  conducting rock
fluid or magma flow are being revised. The conventional theory of  EK ef-
fect in a water-saturated rock has been advanced by consideration of  el-
liptic-shaped channels. A contribution of  both mechanisms to observed
ULF signal on the ground is shown to be dependent on the pore channel
size/rock permeability. Estimates of  magnetic and electrotelluric pertur-
bations caused by magma motion along a volcano throat indicate on the
important role of  the surrounding rock conductivity. These estimates have
proven that the mechanisms under consideration are able to generate ULF
electromagnetic perturbations which could be detected by modern mag-
netometers under favorable conditions.

1. Introduction
At the time being it is clear that the tectonic plate

dynamics can provide long-term (tens-hundred years)
earthquake prediction, but not short-term (days-weeks)
seismic warning. This situation demands the search for
alternative techniques for the short-term prediction of
impending earthquakes. A special credit has been paid
in the last decades to the study of  a variety of  electro-
magnetic and other non-seismic phenomena possibly
associated with the earthquake preparation process.
Considerable efforts have been devoted to the study of
electromagnetic signals/noise in the Ultra-Low-Fre-
quency (from few mHz to tens of  Hz) band (extensive
list of  references can be found in papers collected by
Hayakawa and Molchanov [2002], Molchanov and
Hayakawa [2008], and Hayakawa [2013]). These stud-
ies were stimulated by effective detection of  electro-

magnetic effects in a wide frequency band accompany-
ing sample fracture in laboratory [e.g., Cress et al. 1987,
Freund 2000, Vallianatos et al. 2012]. Easy availability
of  data from world-wide array (~200) of  magnetome-
ters favored an extensive search for seismic-related ULF
anomalies. However, it was soon realized that ULF per-
turbations possibly related to the seismic activity are
weak as compared with typical magnetosphere/ionos-
phere pulsations and industrial interference, so they can
be directly recorded only under exceptionally favorable
conditions: close proximity to an epicenter of  impend-
ing earthquake and geomagnetically quiet period [e.g.,
Molchanov et al. 1992]. Therefore, much effort has
been concentrated in search of  peculiar features of  seis-
mic-related ULF perturbations that would make possi-
ble to reveal them even under low signal/noise ratio.
There were numerous attempts to find anomalous ULF
behavior with a simple measure of  their spectral fea-
tures - the slope of  averaged power spectrum (“fractal
properties”) [e.g., Gotoh et al. 2004]. Another approach
uses the ratio between the ULF vertical Z and horizontal
G components. It is expected that an underground
source produces a signal on the ground with larger
Z/G ratio than a magnetospheric/ionospheric source
does [Hayakawa et al. 1996]. Attempts to discriminate
seismic and magnetospheric ULF sources were made
with the use of  the gradient observations [Krylov and
Nikiforova 1995, Kopytenko et al. 2006]. More advanced
technique - the principal component analysis, seems
promising to identify and suppress magnetospheric pul-
sations and industrial interference [Gotoh et al. 2002].
However, many of  seemingly successful results of  seis-
mic-related ULF perturbation discovery could not pass
simple tests: lack of  correlation with geomagnetic ac-
tivity and absence of  claimed features at distant stations
[Campbell 2009, Thomas et al. 2009, Masci 2011]. 
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Development in a contentious field of  earthquake
prediction requires an advance not only in monitoring
technique, but in a reliable estimate of  physical mod-
els plausibility. Electromagnetic disturbances in the
ULF frequency band, with the skin-depth correspon-
ding to crustal earthquake hypocentral depth, are still
considered as one of  the most promising monitors of
earthquake precursors. Majority of  modern theories
predict that the amplitude of  the seismic-related ULF
signals can be of  the order of  or greater than back-
ground ULF noise at the epicentral distances no more
than one hundred km. The generation mechanisms of
seismic-related ULF electromagnetic fields considered
so far (see the book by Surkov and Hayakawa [2014] for
a complete review) comprise:

- the electric charge redistribution during micro-
cracking [Molchanov and Hayakawa 1995]. However,
the estimated amplitude of  this effect seems to be
much lower than the background noise level because
of  the random orientation of  the dipole moments of
individual microcracks [Surkov and Hayakawa 2014]; 

- inductive geomagnetic response to the tension
crack openings in a conductive rock [Surkov 1997,
Surkov and Hayakawa 2006]. An advantage of  this
mechanism is that the effective magnetic moments of
all cracks are co-directed and anti-parallel to the Earth
magnetic field; therefore they operate as a coherent am-
plifier of  ULF noise; 

- the stress-induced electric current in the rock
caused by the changes in mobility of  charged disloca-
tions [Tzanis and Vallianatos 2002] and/or point defects
[Freund 2000].

Some theories interpreted the occurrence of  ULF
electromagnetic noise as a result of  the crust fluid dy-
namics. The flow of  high-pressure fluid in fault zones
has an irregular character (“stop-and-start”) [Byerlee
1993]. Such non-steady filtration of  conductive fluid is
to be accompanied by electromagnetic disturbances due
to magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) effect [Draganov et
al. 1991]. However, the importance of  this mechanism
was overestimated by four orders of  magnitude by
Draganov et al. [1991] because of  an unrealistic rock
permeability used in this study [Surkov and Pilipenko
1997, 1999].

The electrokinetic effect (EK) is another promis-
ing candidate which can give a plausible interpretation
of  anomalous ULF electromagnetic disturbances ob-
served before strong earthquakes [e.g., Pride 1994]. The
EK effect was applied to interpret both the occurrence
of  precursory ULF perturbation before earthquake
[Ishido and Mizutani 1981, Surkov et al. 2002] and a co-
seismic electric impulse caused by propagating seismic
waves [Nagao et al. 2000]. In realistic geophysical media

a combination of  several mechano-electromagnetic
mechanisms may occur: for example, a high level of
geoacoustic impulses produced by microcracking can
enhance the fluid filtration and EK processes [Pilipenko
and Fedorov 2014].

Similar ULF electromagnetic effects may accom-
pany volcano activity [Johnston 1989, Uyeda et al.
2002]. Numerous underground chambers in the rock
surrounding a volcano are filled with underground
fluid whose pressure varies from hydrostatic level up to
lithostatic pressure depending on the chamber sizes,
rock permeability, and other parameters. The magma
movement along the volcano throat and variations of
tectonic stresses may cause the destruction of  cham-
bers followed by changes in pore fluid pressure, which
in turn results in generation of  EK currents [Johnston
1997, Zlotnicki and Nishida 2003]. Indeed, several days
before and after a volcano eruption electromagnetic
noise in the band 0.01-0.6 Hz was observed by Fujinawa
et al. [1992]. At the same time, an irregular movement
of  a highly-conductive magma along a volcano throat
can produce magnetic ULF noise by the MHD effect
[Kopytenko and Nikitina 2004a, 2004b]. 

To evaluate the significance of  possible effects and
their dependence on crust parameters and to identify
favorable locations for electromagnetic monitoring one
needs an approximate but handy model. Hopefully, on
the basis of  adequate theoretical models a special tech-
nique, but not standard magnetometers, for a search of
seismic-related ULF perturbations will be designed.
Therefore, the development of  analytical models, though
sometimes oversimplified, is of  primary importance for
the progress in search of  reliable ULF electromagnetic
precursors. In this paper we revisit the conventional
theory of  the EK phenomenon by incorporating of  the
MHD effect in the description of  pore fluid flow. Then
we compare contribution of  the EK and MHD mecha-
nisms for various sizes and shapes of  pores/channel
cross sections. We model pores/cracks as ellipsoidal
channels and apply this model for a qualitative estimate
of  ULF magnetic perturbations caused by seismic or
volcano activity.

2. The electrokinetic effect in a medium with ellip-
tic-shaped channels

The EK effect in multiphase porous media builds
up as a result of  fluid filtration followed by appearance
of  a contact potential drop at the interfaces. It is usually
the case that the groundwater contains the electrolyte
solutions including ions and dissociated molecules. The
surfaces of  cracks and pores can adsorb ions of  certain
polarity from the solution that results in a charge sepa-
ration between the crack walls and fluid followed by
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the formation of  electric double layer (EDL) at the solid-
fluid interface. As a rule, the solid is negatively charged
due to the adsorption of  hydroxyl groups originating
from acid dissociation [Parks 1965]. The EDL includes
a diffuse mobile layer extending into the fluid phase.
The moving fluid drags solvated cations thereby excit-
ing the EK current. 

We introduce the model of  a pore as a cylindrical
channel with the elliptic cross-section x2/a2+y2/b2=1,
where a and b are the ellipse semi-axes. In this ap-
proach, we can analyze the effect of  the cross-section
shape on the EK phenomenon since this model involves
either circular channels (a=b) or plane cracks (a>>b).
A viscous fluid is assumed to flow along z axis. The
channel is surrounded by an incompressible solid ma-
trix. The crust is immersed in the geomagnetic field B.
We assume a laminar fluid flow because of  small value
of  Reynolds number [Sparnaay 1972]. The fluid veloc-
ity V is controlled by the fluid pressure gradient ∇P
along a channel, so the velocity distribution over the
channel cross-section V (x,y) is given by [Landau and
Lifshitz 1959]

(1)

where h is the fluid viscosity. Due to the EK effect the
fluid contains an excess of  ions, more frequently cations,
while the channel wall adsorbs the opposite electric
charges. As a result, the EDL is formed in the fluid near
the channel walls. The typical size of  the EDL is of  the
order of  cation Debye radius which is much smaller
than the characteristic size of  the channel [Sparnaay
1972]. The electric potential { in the pore fluid satisfies
the Poisson equation

(2)

where q denotes the cation charge, Dn is the number
density of  the cation excess, f is the dielectric perme-
ability of  the fluid, and f0 is the dielectric permittivity
of  a free space. The total current density inside the
channel is composed from the conduction and Hall
currents, and the EK current with density jEK=qDnV,
as follows:

(3)

Here vf is the fluid conductivity, and E=−∇{ is
the electric field strength. It is generally accepted that
the conduction current vf E is much larger than the
Hall current vf (V×B). The mean density of  the EK

current 〈jEK〉, averaged over the channel cross-section,
is determined from (2) through the following integral

(4)

where S=rab is the area of  the cross-section and dS is
the small element of  this area. Further, for the sake of
simplicity we shall omit the symbol 〈〉.

Substituting Equation (1) for V into Equation (4)
and taking into account the fact that { changes rapidly
in the narrow EDL near the channel walls, one can sim-
plify the integral in Equation (4). In the case of  a circu-
lar cross-section (a=b), Equation (4) is reduced to the
known form [e.g., Surkov et al. 2002]

(5)

Here g is the potential drop across the EDL, or so-
called zeta potential.

In the case of  an elliptic cross-section some math-
ematical complications can arise due to the potential vari-
ations on the surface of  channel. This problem is studied
in a greater detail in the Appendix. The analysis shows
that if  the potential is assumed to be constant on the
channel surface then the EK current density is given by
the same Equation (5). Thus, in the first approximation
the EK currents through the circular and elliptic cross-
sections are described by the same equation. Owing
to a finite conductivity vr of  the dry rock surrounding
the channel the surface potential tends to be equal. The
above approach holds true if  the relaxation time ∝f0/vr
is much smaller than the period of  variations of  pore
fluid pressure and velocity, and this requirement is valid
in the processes under consideration.

In any homogeneous conducting medium with an
arbitrary distribution of  pore fluid pressure, the total
magnetic effect due to EK effect vanishes [Fitterman
1979]. That is, on average the magnetic effect of  the
electric current resulted from the motion of  the pore
fluid is cancelled by the effect of  the backward con-
duction current. A non-zero magnetic effect occurs
only in an inhomogeneous medium, and its magnitude
depends on the degree of  heterogeneity.

3. MHD effect and the Onsager reciprocal relations
In this section we ignore the EK effect for a mo-

ment and focus on the MHD effect only. The motion
of  the conducting underground fluid in the geomag-
netic field B gives rise to the generation of  Hall current
jH=vf (V×B) pointed normal to the channel axis. Tak-
ing into account Equation (1) for V we obtain
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In the case of  non-conductive rock the Hall cur-
rent is closed by the conduction and EK currents in the
fluid. In fact, the total current may flow out of  the
channel due to a finite rock conductivity. The closed
system of  longitudinal and transverse electric currents
excited in the rock and fluid is shown in Figure 1. 

According to De Groot and Mazur [1962], the mean
EK current density in rocks reads 〈jEK〉=−LEV∇P,
where LEV stands for the streaming current coupling
coefficient. This coefficient can be derived from (4) to
yield LEV=−ff0gm/(hb2), where m is the rock poros-
ity, and b is the pore space tortuosity. Similarly, gen-
eralizing (6) for the Hall current density yields,
〈jH〉= −LEB(∇P × B), where LEB~LEVvf S/(4rff0g)=
vf mS/4rhb2 is the Hall coefficient. In a more complete
theory the relationship between LEB and LEV should de-
pend on the rock permeability rather than on S. Thus
the total mean current density in a porous rock can be
written as follows:

(7)

where ∑=LEE stands for the mean rock conductivity. 
To summarize, we note that the electric current in

porous rocks can result in electroosmotic and other ki-
netic effects. According to the Onsager reciprocal rela-
tions the mean flux density of  the fluid flow, J, is given by

(8)

where LEV=LVE, and LEB=−LBE. The first term in the
right-hand part of  Equation (8) describes the elec-
troosmotic effect, the second term describes Darcy law
in a porous rock, while the last term arises from the
magnetic force acting on a moving conductive fluid.
The Equations (7) and (8) permit the extension of  basic
thermodynamic principles [e.g., De Groot and Mazur
1962] to the case of  rock immersed in ambient mag-
netic field.

In order to compare the EK and Hall current den-
sities, we return to the consideration of  individual chan-
nels. Combining Equations (5) and (6), assuming a~b
and taking into account that the Hall current reaches
its peak value at the center of  the channel, yields

(9)

where a is the angle between vectors ∇P and B. Notice
that if  b<< a; that is, in the case of  plane channel/crack,

the above ratio includes the additional small factor
b/a << 1.

It follows from Equation (9) that the EK current
dominates over the Hall one in narrow channels; that is,
under the requirement

(10)

Taking the typical values of  the groundwater pa-
rameters g=10−50 mV [Ishido and Mizutani 1981],
f=80, the electrolyte solution conductivity vf = 0.1− 0.2
S/m, geomagnetic field B = 5×10-5 T and a=r/3, we
obtain the following estimate of  the critical cross-sec-
tion S*≈ 0.1−1 m2. It should be emphasized that this is
only a rough estimation since the pore fluid may ac-
quire other properties under the influence of  high
stress and temperature deep in the crust. 

Equation (10) shows that the Hall current appears
to have insignificant effect in natural rocks because of
small sizes of  pores and channels. However, it seems
likely that the MHD effects can be significant in the bro-
ken rock with high pore space and in the case of  macro-
scopic fluid flow such as magma motion along a
volcano throat. 

4. Geomagnetic perturbations due to magma motion
in a volcano throat

ULF electromagnetic noise occasionally observed
during volcano pre-eruption activity is assumed to be
due to the motion of  a conducting magma along the
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Figure 1. A geometry of  the magma flow model and schematic
configuration of  total currents j flowing across a volcano throat.
The magma velocity V is directed along z axis. The effective cur-
rent moment def f is perpendicular to V and geomagnetic field B.
Circles with dots and crosses indicate the directions of  magnetic
disturbance dB and magma velocity.

(6)
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throat. The oscillations of  the magma surface in vol-
cano cavity, vortical motion due to Coriolis force, as
well as upward magma lifting along the volcano throat
can serve as possible mechanisms for ULF electromag-
netic noise [Kopytenko and Nikitina 2004a, 2004b]. 

Here we estimate the effect caused by magma lift-
ing. In order to build an analytically treatable model,
we assume that the magma is confined within an ellip-
soidal underground cavity. The origin of  the coordinate
system is in the center of  the ellipsoid and the coordi-
nate axes coincide with axis of  ellipsoid symmetry in
such a way that the ellipsoid surface is described by the
following equation x2/a2+y2/b2+z2/c2=1, where a, b
and c are the ellipsoid semi-axes. This model is a con-
venient mathematical approximation because in subse-
quent study parameter c will tend to infinity in order
to describe the magma motion along the infinite cylin-
drical channel. The cross-section of  this cylinder is as-
sumed to be greater than the critical value S* in
Equation (10). This implies that the EK in Equation (3)
can be ignored. In this notation the movement of  con-
ductive magma with velocity V in the geomagnetic
field B results in the generation of  electric current with
density j=vm(E+V×B), where vm is the magma con-
ductivity. At the same time, in the surrounding crust
the conduction back current j=vrE flows. Usually, the
rock conductivity vr =10-3−10-2 S/m is much smaller
than that of  magma vm=10-2−10 S/m [Gaillard and
Marziano 2005].

In the ULF frequency range, the electromagnetic
fields and currents may be considered as quasi-station-
ary. For mathematical simplicity we suppose that fluid
velocity V is steady and directed along z axis. Further
we shall apply this approach to an infinite cylinder
(c→∞) where such kind of  fluid motion is possible.
The problem under consideration is mathematically
similar to the known problem of  polarization/magne-
tization of  an ellipsoid in a homogeneous electric/mag-
netic field [Landau and Lifshitz 1960]. Based on this
similarity, one can find that electromagnetic perturba-
tion outside the ellipsoid is derived via its effective cur-
rent moment 

(11)

Here Mx and My are the components of  the Hall
current moment M= jHW, x̂ and ŷ stands for unit vec-
tors, and W=4rabc/3 is the ellipsoid volume. The de-
polarization factors n(x) and n(y) depend on parameters
a, b, c. Notice that the vectors d and M are not parallel.

Now we consider a case when the conductive
magma flows along an infinite cylinder/throat with a

fixed radius a. This geometry corresponds to parame-
ters of  the ellipsoid as follows: a = b and c̃ →∞. For this
case one gets n(x)=n(y)=0.5 [Landau and Lifshitz 1960].
Substituting these parameters into Equation (11), we
come to the relationship for the effective current mo-
ment def f per unit of  the cylinder length

(12)

Let axis y be parallel to the vector def f as shown in
Figure 1, so the vectors V and B are in the plane x, z.

Due to the Hall current jH=vm(V×B) the cylinder
is polarized in such a way that the opposite charges ac-
cumulate at the cylinder surface as schematically shown
in Figure 1. The same figure shows the transverse elec-
tric field E which is parallel to the conduction current
jc=vmE, flowing opposite to the Hall current. The total
current j = jH+ jc is closed by the conduction currents,
j =vrE, in the surrounding rocks. The system of  cur-
rents flowing across the channel is schematically shown
in Figure 1. This current system generates magnetic
disturbance dB along the cylinder z-axis.

The problem under consideration is axially sym-
metric, therefore we may introduce the polar coordi-
nates (r,i): r is the distance from channel axis and i is
the angle measured from positive x-axis direction. The
component of  magnetic disturbance along z axis is de-
rived via the effective moment (12) as follows:

(13)

Combining (12) and (13), we obtain the magnetic
perturbations in the region outside the cylinder (r > a):

(14)

where Bx is the geomagnetic field component along
x-axis. The magnetic disturbance decays away from the
cylinder axis as ∝r -1.

If  the magma conductivity is much greater than the
rock conductivity, that is vm>>vr , then the relationship
(14) can be simplified

(15)

Equation (15) differs from the relationship derived
by Kopytenko and Nikitina [2004a, 2004b] by a small
factor vr/vm<<1. This difference is due to the fact that
they ignored the conductivity of  the crust vr and thus
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overestimated an expected magnitude of  magnetic per-
turbations. The rock conductivity determines the cur-
rent leakage from a channel into the environment, and
thus may greatly affect the magnitude of  magnetic per-
turbations.

The transverse conduction current inside magma
is directed opposite to the Hall current thereby reduc-
ing it. As a result, the total current inside the cylinder is
smaller than jH and is directed opposite to the electric
field E:

(16)

It should be noted that both j and E are homoge-
neous inside the cylinder (see Figure 1).

The electric field induced in the surrounding rock
due to the magma movement in the geomagnetic field
is estimated to be 

(17)

If  vm>>vr , this field only weakly depends on the
rock conductivity. The electric field disturbance decays
away from the cylinder more rapidly ∝r -2 than the
magnetic disturbance does.

A typical amplitude of  magnetic disturbance esti-
mated from relationship (15) is as follows: dBmax~
n0a2vr VmaxB/r, where Vmax is the amplitude of  the
magma flow velocity variations. For the same param-
eters vr =10-3−10-2 S/m, B =5 ·10-5 T, Vmax= 5 m/s,
a =0,1−1 km as used by Kopytenko and Nikitina [2004a,
2004b] one gets the estimate of  magnetic disturbance
at distance r =1 km of  dBmax~ 3 ·10-3−3 nT. This esti-
mate is compatible with observations of  the magnetic
perturbation, about several nT, during volcano activity
[Johnston 1997]. The electric component of  disturbance
estimated from (17) is as follows: Emax~a2VmaxB/r2.
For the same parameters Emax~ 2.5 − 250 nV/m. Tel-
luric fields of  such amplitude can be detected by mod-
ern sensors. 

The apparent impedance of  disturbance produced
by the magma flow dynamics can be estimated as
Z=n0dE/dB~(vrr)

-1. This value differs considerably
from the apparent impedance of  magnetospheric
waves, and this distinction could be used for their dis-
crimination. 

The spectrum of  the ULF electromagnetic noise
observed on the ground is determined by a source spec-
trum and by attenuation factor due to the skin-effect.
The fluctuations of  magma velocity along with oscilla-
tions of  the magma surface or seismic vibrations of  the

underground cavity can contribute to the source spec-
trum. Fundamental frequency of  such vibrations is
f ~VS/l, where l=0.1−10 km is the cavity scale, and
VS=2−2.5 km/s is the magma sound velocity. For
these typical values, this frequency, f ~0.2−25 Hz, falls
into ULF/ELF band which is consistent with observa-
tions [Fujinawa et al. 1992, Johnston 1997]. 

The analytical relationships (14) and (15) show that
magnetic perturbation depends mainly on the conduc-
tivity of  the surrounding rocks rather than on magma
conductivity. Under low rock conductivity, the gener-
ated system of  Hall currents is nearly completely short-
circuited by the conductivity currents within magma,
and the magnetic effect on the ground is to be weak.
Under high rock conductivity the conduction currents
expand far into the rock, and the magnetic effect on the
ground is more significant. 

5. Discussion
The fact that some published results on ULF “pre-

cursors” were not supported upon a more detailed analy-
sis [Thomas et al. 2009, Masci 2011] should not rule out
the problem of  seismo-electromagnetic phenomena
entirely. For a search of  seismic-related ULF signals just
standard magnetic observations could be inappropriate
because of  a small value of  signal-to-noise ratio. An
elaboration of  specialized detection methods of  ULF
seismic-related signals/noise, and their discrimination
from the magnetospheric waves, are to be based on
some models, even oversimplified. The elaboration of
theoretical models capable to estimate an expected ef-
fect under observational conditions is not less impor-
tant than the advancement of  observational technique.
The proposed paper is a step in this direction.

The increase of  ULF electromagnetic noises asso-
ciated with enhancement of  seismic or volcano activity
can be explained in terms of  different physical mecha-
nisms. The average current densities and fluid fluxes
can be described in terms of  Onsager reciprocal rela-
tions. The rough estimate of  the EK and Hall current
amplitudes has shown that the EK effect plays a key role
as the mean cross-section of  channels is smaller than a
certain critical value. This situation is typical for realis-
tic water-saturated rocks with a weak permeability. The
MHD effects dominate a macroscopic flow such as the
groundwater migration through a broken rock with a
high permeability or magma motion along a volcano
throat. In the above consideration we have neglected
the atmosphere-ground interface. The account of  it
may modify the estimates, but not significantly, less
than by factor about 2 [Fedorov et al. 2001]. 

Our analysis has shown that the EK and Hall cur-
rents in an individual channel have different structures.
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The EK and back conduction currents are directed
along the fluid flow; that is, parallel to the channel walls,
whereas the Hall currents are predominantly concen-
trated in the cross-section of  the channels. Therefore,
the resulted magnetic disturbances have different field
polarization. The magnetic field perturbation due to
the MHD effect is parallel to the axis of  a channel (dBz
component in Figure 1). By contrast, the magnetic per-
turbation caused by the EK effect (dBr and dBi compo-
nents) is perpendicular to the channel axis. The
averaging of  these effects over the rock volume cannot
cancel this tendency since there is a predominant di-
rection in ground fluid filtration or magma motion.
However, in practice it seems very difficult to distin-
guish between these two factors only on the basis of
signal polarizations. Actually the fluid-filled cracks,
pores and channels are randomly distributed in the
rock. In order to interpret the observations adequately,
the Hall and EK current densities given by Equations
(5) and (6) should be averaged over the rock volume.
This problem requires further consideration with a nu-
merical modeling.

It follows from our model that the EK current den-
sities through the circular and elliptic cross-sections are
described by the same equation. So, we may assume
that the cross-section shape of  pore channels has a min-
imal effect on the EK phenomena except for the case
of  very narrow cracks when the distance between the
crack surfaces becomes comparable with the EDL
thickness. The latter case should be studied separately
because of  the overlap of  the adjacent EDLs inside the
crack space. It appears that the crack tortuosity may
have a more significant effect on both the rock perme-
ability and EK effect.

Using a simplified model of  steady flow of  con-
ducting magma along a cylindrical channel we have es-
timated the amplitude of  magnetic perturbations at
small distances from a volcano. In contrast to [Kopy-
tenko and Nikitina 2004a, 2004b], we have found that
the rock conductivity reduces this estimate essentially.
However, the upper limit of  this estimate (~3 nT and
~250 µV/m) is close to the amplitudes of  signals occa-
sionally observed during volcanic eruption and the en-
hanced seismic activity possibly associated with magma
motion. Despite uncertainties with factual parameters
of  magma flows, volcano geometry, and crust parame-
ters, the estimates prove that under favorable condi-
tions ULF magnetic monitoring on the ground of  the
underground magma flow becomes feasible.

The ULF electromagnetic effects possibly associ-
ated with enhancement of  seismic activity can be ex-
plained in terms of  different physical mechanisms. In
this study we have reanalyzed only two such mecha-

nisms - the EK and MHD effects. The ULF magnetic
perturbation produced by acoustic noise in conducting
layers of  the ground is another promising mechanism
[Surkov 1997, Surkov and Hayakawa 2006]. What mech-
anism makes a major contribution to the observed seis-
mic-related signals is the key question to be answered.
A progress in observational studies of  possible anom-
alous seismic-related ULF electromagnetic fields would
be impossible without elaboration of  specialized de-
tection methods, based on adequate models. Elabora-
tion of  such models may indicate what ULF signatures
(e.g., polarization, impedance, gradients, waveforms,
etc.) can be used as an indicator of  an impending earth-
quake or volcano eruption.

6. Conclusions
We have considered the EK and MHD effects due

to an irregular flow of  the crust fluid or magma as a pos-
sible mechanism of  ULF electromagnetic noise associ-
ated with seismic or volcanic activity. The conventional
theory of  the EK effect has been advanced by consid-
ering elliptic-shaped channels. A contribution of  both
mechanisms to observed magnetic disturbance is shown
to be different depending on the pore/channel perme-
ability. Magnitudes of  magnetic and electric field per-
turbations depend on a contrast between fluid/magma
and rock conductivities. The suggested model proves the
possibility to estimate analytically by order of  magnitude
the expected electromagnetic effect of  the fluid/magma
flow under chosen geophysical parameters. Such esti-
mates prove a feasibility of  the ULF electromagnetic
monitoring of  magma dynamics in a volcano conduit,
supplementary to the observations of  volcano tremor.
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Appendix A: EK current through a channel with el-
liptic cross-section

To perform integration in Equation (4) we first in-
troduce the elliptic coordinates n and o according to
x = c coshncoso, y = c sinhnsino, where n≥0, 0≤o<2r
and c2= a2− b2(a>b). The lines n (x,y) = C1 and o (x,y) =
C2 (C1 and C2 are constants) determine the families of
confocal ellipses and hyperboles which form an or-
thogonal grid. Taking the notice of  Lame coefficients
hn=ho=c (sinh2n+ sin2o)½, the unit cross-section is
dS = h2

ndndo. The Laplace equation for the potential {
is given by

(A1)

Since inside the EDL the electric potential { varies
most rapidly along the direction normal to the wall, the
derivative with respect to o in Equation (A1) can be
neglected. Taking into account this approximation and
substituting Equations (1) and (A1) into Equation (4)
we get:

Integrating Equation (A2) by parts and taking
into account that coshnmax= a/c, sinhnmax= b/c, and
d{(0)/dn= 0, we come to

(A3)

Considering the fact that { changes rapidly in the
narrow EDL near the walls and d{/dn tends to zero
as n→0, we set n=nmax in the factor sinh 2n in the in-
tegrand. We can thus perform the integration in Equa-
tion (A3), arriving at 

(A4)

Assuming that g={(nmax)−{(0) is a constant value
and performing integration in Equation (A4), we arrive
at Equation (5).
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